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Options towards higher energies

Compact and Cost 
Effective….              



Beam Quality Requirements

Future accelerators will require also high quality beams :
==> High Luminosity & High Brightness,
==> High Energy & Low Energy Spread

€ 

L =
Ne+Ne− fr
4πσ xσ y –Small spot size => low emittance

–N of particles per pulse => 109

–High rep. rate fr=> bunch trains

€ 

Bn ≈
2I
εn
2

–Little spread in transverse
momentum and angle => low
emittance

–Short pulse (ps => fs)



High Gradient Options

Metallic accelerating structures =>
100 MV/m < Eacc< 1 GV/m

Dielectrict structures, laser or particle driven =>
Eacc < 10 GV/m

Plasma accelerator, laser or particle driven =>
Eacc < 100 GV/m

Related Issues: Power Sources and Efficiency, Stability, Reliability, Staging,
Synchronization, Rep. Rate and short (fs) bunches with small (µm) spot to match high
gradients
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Reflection of plane waves
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Reflection of plane waves

€ 

ζ = z cosθ − x sinθ

€ 

ζ' = z cosθ ' + x sinθ '

€ 

E x,z, t( ) = E+ xo,zo, to( )eiωt− ikζ + E− xo,zo, to( )eiωt− ikζ '
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Plane wave reflected by a perfectly conducting plane

In the plane xz the field is given by the superposition of the incident and 
reflected wave:

€ 

σ =∞

And it has to fulfill the boundary conditions: (no tangential E-field on 
the surface of the conducting plane) 
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Reflection of plane waves (a first boundary value problem)

€ 

Ez x,z, t( ) = E+ sinθ( )eiωt− ik z cosθ −x sinθ( ) − E+ sinθ( )eiωt− ik z cosθ +x sinθ( )

= 2iE+ sinθ sin kx sinθ( )eiωt− ikz cosθ

Standing Wave 
pattern (along x) 

Guided wave 
pattern (along z)

Taking into account the boundary conditions the longitudinal 
component of the field becomes:

x

z
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From reflections to waveguides

€ 

vφz =
ω
kz

=
ω

k cosθ
=

c
cosθ

> c

Put a metallic boundary where the 
field is zero at a given distance from 
the wall.x

z

Between the two walls there must 
be an integer number of half 
wavelengths (at least one).

For a given distance, there is a 
maximum wavelength, i.e. there is 
cut-off frequency.

It can not be used as it is 
for particle acceleration



vϕ ≡ c



Conventional RF accelerating structures



X-band RF structures – State of the Art

A limit on the acceptable Break-Down Rate
has been set at < 3 10-7 per pulse

• Kilpatrick, W. D., Rev. Sci. Inst. 28, 824 (1957).
• A. Grudiev et al, PRST-AB 12, 102001 (2009)
• S. V. Dolgashev, et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 171501 2010.
• M. D. Forno, et al. PRAB. 19, 011301 (2016).

Max accelerating field: trf-1/6
Stored energy: f -3
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The E.M. Spectrum of Accelerating Structures



Dielectric Structures

Attoseconds X-ray Science Imaging and Spectroscopy

All laser driven => intrinsic attosecond synchr.,
1 Joule, 1 kHz Cryogenic Yb:YAG Laser
Laser-based THz generation
THz Linac, Optical undulator
Copper Inner Diameter = 940 μm
Fused Silica Inner Diameter = 400 μm

F.X. Kärtner et al., NIM A 829, 24 (2016)

E. Nanni et al., Nat. Comm. 6, 8486 (2015)



Dielectric Wakefield Acceleration
DWA



Dielectric Wakefield Accelerator





Dielectric Laser Acceleration
DLA



Laser based dielectric accelerator





Dielectric Structures Applications

DLA module can be built onto the end of
a fiber-optic catheter and attached to an
endoscope, allowing to deliver
controlled, high energy radiation
directly to organs, tumors, or blood
vessels within the body.

Electrons with 1–3MeV have a range of
about a centimeter, allowing for
irradiation volumes to be tightly
controlled.

A combination of DLA modules and
optical undulator allows dreaming for a
compact table top FEL



Dielectric Photonic Structure

� Why photonic structures? 
� Natural in dielectric 

� Advantages of burgeoning field 
� design possibilities
� Fabrication

� Dynamics concerns

� External coupling schemes

Biharmonic ~2D structure

e-beam

Laser pulses
180 degrees 
out of phase

Schematic of GALAXIE
monolithic photonic DLA



Laser-Structure Coupling: TW
GALAXIE Dual laser drive structure, large reservoir of power recycles 

e-beam

Laser pulses
(180 degrees 
out of phase)







Plasma Wakefield Acceleration





Surface charge density Surface electric field

Restoring force

Plasma frequency

Plasma oscillations



Looking for a plasma target



Principle of plasma acceleration

Laser Wakefield Accelerator 
(LWFA): 

Drive beam = laser beam

Plasma WakeField
Accelerator (PWFA):

Drive beam = high energy 
electron or proton beam

no= 1016 cm−3   ⇒  λp= 300  µm← →%%%%%%%% ω p =
noe

2

εome

Break-Down Limit? 
Þ Wave-Breaking field: Ewb ≈ 100 GeV /m[ ] no cm

−3#$ %&



Principle of plasma acceleration



Horizon2020

Plasma Wake-Acceleration
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Plasma Wake-Acceleration
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Plasma Wake-Acceleration



Horizon2020

Plasma Wake-Acceleration



Principle of plasma acceleration
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LWFA limitations: Diffraction, Dephasing, Depletion
PWFA limitations: Head Erosion, Hose Instability

Driven by Radiation Pressure

Driven by Space Charge

Linear Regime

Non Linear Regime



Horizon2020

Linear Wakefields
(R. Ruth / P. Chen 1986)

Accelerating field

Transverse field

Depends on 
radial position r

Changes between accelerating 
and decelerating as function of 
longitudinal position z

Depends on radial 
position r

Changes between 
focusing and defo-
cusing as function of 
longitudinal position z

p/2 out of 
phase











Energy spread compensation with beam loading



Laser Driven
LWFA



Laser beam

Electron beam

1 mm

Direct production of e-beam



Chirped Pulse Amplification



Diffraction - Self injection - Dephasing – Depletion













Betatron Radiation Source

E Esarey PRE 65, 056505 (2002)
Kneip, Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, (2011).

Photon energy > 25 keV, investigating dense
material, biological materials
Small source size (~ μm), intrinsically high
resolution, exhibits spatial resolution
Small divergence (~ 10 mRad)
Short pulse (~10s fs), suitable for ultrafast
dynamics
Bright (>109 photons per shot), suitable for
single shot imaging











Active Plasma Lens





Beam Manipulation









Beam Driven
PWFA



Blumenfeld, I. et al. Energy doubling of 42 GeV
electrons in a metre-scale plasma wakefield
accelerator. Nature 445, 741–744 (2007).

Litos, M. et al. High-efficiency acceleration of an
electron beam in a plasma wakefield accelerator.
Nature 515, 92–95 (2014).







Positron Acceleration, FACET
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Positrons for high energy linear colliders: high energy, high charge, low emittance.

è Emittance blow-up is an issue! à Use hollow-channel, so no plasma on-axis, no 
complicated forces from plasma electrons streaming through the plasma à but 
then strong transverse wakefields when beams are misaligned.

Two-bunch positron beam: First demonstration of 
controlled beam in positron-driven wake
S. Doche et al., Nat. Sci. Rep. 7, 14180 (2017)

First demonstration of positron acceleration in plasma (FFTB)

B.E. Blue et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 214801 (2003)
M. J. Hogan et. al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90 205002 (2003).

High-density, compressed positron beam for non-linear PWFA 
experiments. Energy transfer from the front to the back part of 
the bunch. 

Energy gain of 5 GeV. Energy 
spread can be as low as 1.8%
S. Corde et al., Nature 524, 442 (2015)

The vapor pressure was set to 3.4 Torr at temperature
1095 K, giving a neutral vapor density of 3 ! 1016 cm!3.
The laser pulse energy was attenuated to ionize only the
channel wall, ensuring a truly zero plasma density on axis.
A 20.35 GeV two-bunch positron beam was synchronized
to arrive a few picoseconds after the laser pulse. The two
bunches were obtained from a single bunch by giving it a
head-to-tail energy chirp and energetically dispersing it
onto a beam notching device, allowing a tunable bunch
separation up to 600 !m. The positron beam was focused at
the channel center with rms beam sizes "x ! 35 and "y !
25 !m and beta functions #x ! 0.5 and #y ! 5 m, which
ensured that the beam size was approximately constant
throughout the channel. A total charge of 0.51" 0.04 nC,
sufficiently low to not ionize the on-axis lithium vapor, was
distributed between the leading drive bunch and the trailing
probe bunch with a ratio #4.1" 1.1$"1.
The experiment consisted of measuring the transverse

wakefield in a hollow plasma channel by observing the
angular deflection of the probe bunch caused by an offset
channel. In particular, the longitudinal variation of the
transverse wakefield was measured by means of a bunch
separation scan. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup.
Although the two bunches originated from one bunch,
scanning the bunch separation was possible by stretching
the bunch and adjusting the beam notching device [5]. An
electro-optical sampler (EOS) was used to measure the
longitudinal bunch profile of the incoming beam, and an
yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) crystal in a horizontally
dispersive region functioned as an upstream energy spec-
trometer for the positron beam. Two beam position mon-
itors (BPMs) were used to measure the beam trajectory.
Downstream of the channel, a nondestructive YAG screen
was used to measure the transverse profile of the outgoing

beam. A spectrometer with a vertically dispersive dipole
magnet and a phosphorescent LANEX screen was used to
measure energy changes of the probe bunch. Two quadru-
pole magnets were adjusted such that deflections by
transverse fields induced in the channel were canceled in
the vertical plane for increased energy resolution, but not
completely in the horizontal plane to allow angular deflec-
tion measurements of the probe bunch. The offset of the
channel, which was varied by a random laser pointing jitter,
was measured downstream by imaging the laser profile at
multiple object planes using cameras at different distances
from the same lens.
The expected wakefields can be modeled by assuming

the plasma behaves like a nonevolving dielectric medium
[12] and that the timescale of the evolution of the beam is
long compared to that of the wakefields (quasistatic
approximation). Reference [15] shows that this results in
a single-particle longitudinal wakefield dominated by the
fundamental m ! 0 mode, where m denotes the azimuthal
index, which is cosinelike in the comoving longitudinal
coordinate z,

Wz0#z$ ! !
ekp$2k
2%&0a

B00#a; b$
B10#a; b$

cos#$kkpz$!#z$: #1$

Here e is the positron charge, &0 is the vacuum permittivity,
kp is the plasma wave number, a and b are the channel
inner and outer radii, !#z$ is the Heaviside step function,
and
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup: Two positron bunches first pass an electro-optical sampler. ATi:sapphire laser focused with a kinoform
into a lithium vapor oven produces the hollow plasma channel. Two beam position monitors measure the trajectory of the beam and an
yttrium aluminum garnet screen is used to measure the transverse profile (b). A dipole spectrometer with two quadrupoles focuses the
beam onto a LANEX screen for energy and angular deflection measurements (c) before it is dumped. Meanwhile, the outgoing laser
pulse is focused onto cameras imaging the kinoform profile (d) at different object planes inside the channel, which appears asymmetric
due to aberrations induced by the transmissive optics. The upstream spectrometer does not appear in this figure.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 124802 (2018)

124802-2

Measurement of transverse wakefields in a hollow plasma
channel due to off-axis drive bunch propagation. 

C. A. Lindstrøm et. al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 124802 (2018).

Vacuum

Plasma

Drive Beam e+Witness Beam e+

𝜀 < 0
𝜀 = 1

Hollow plasma channel: positron 
propagation, wake excitation, 
acceleration in 30 cm channel.
S. Gessner et. al. Nat. Comm. 7, 11785 (2016)



FLASHForward>>, DESY
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SYNCHRONIZED 25 TW LASER

1.2 GEV BEAMS!
FROM FLASH!

CENTRAL INTERACTION AREA!
FINAL FOCUSSING SECTION!

DISPERSIVE SECTION!

DIFFERENTIAL PUMPING!

FLASH 2!

 → A. Aschikhin et al., NIM A 806, 175 (2016) 

! unique FLASH facility features for PWFA
-  FEL-quality drive and witness beams
-  up to 1 MHz repetition rate
-  3rd harmonic cavity for phase-space linearization 

→ tailoring of beam current profile
-  differentially pumped, windowless plasma sources
-  2019: X-band deflector of 1 fs resolution post-plasma 

(collaboration with FALSH 2, SINBAD, CERN & PSI)
-  Future: up to 800 bunches (~MHz spacing) at 10 Hz 

macro-pulse rate, few 10 kW average power.  

plasma source!
30 mm long (up to 450 mm possible)

à (12.3 ± 1.7) GV/m wakefield generated in 30 
mm plasma cell

à 12.7% total energy loss to plasma wakefield



SPARC_LAB, Frascati, Italy
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• 150 MeV drive/witness beam
• FEL experiments
• Resonant LWFA with 200 TW laser
• PWFA

SPARC_LAB is the test and training facility for 
EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB 

M. Ferrario et al., SPARC_LAB present and future, NIM B 309, (2013)

è Main challenges addressed
in this facility: beam quality,
beam transport

Active Plasma Lens Experiments:

BELLA, LBNL: J. van Tilborg et al., PRL 115 (2015), 184802
CLEAR, CERN: C.A. Lindstrom et al., PRL 121 (2018), 194801

R. Pompili et al., PRL 121 (2018), 174801
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in	
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Plasma dechirper:
Longitudinal phase-space manipulation with the wakefield 
induced in plasma by the beam itself. 

From 0.6% to 0.1% energy spread

FLASHForward, DESY: R. D’Arcy et al., PRL 122 (2019), 034801

V. Shpakov et al., PRL 122 (2019), 114801

















The near future



Horizon 2020
Quality: Example Energy Spread

M. Migliorati et al, Physical Review Special Topics,Accelerators and Beams 16, 011302 (2013)
K. Floettmann, PRSTAB,6, 034202 (2003) 79

FEL Territory

Compact FEL’s? Lower quality

Higher quality

σγ

γ
=

3
2
kp
2σ z

2

sinϕw ∝
qw
Qd

Courtesy R. 
Assmann

εn,rms = γ 2 σγ
2σ x

2σ !x
2 +εrms

2( )



EUROPEAN
PLASMA RESEARCH
ACCELERATOR WITH
EXCELLENCE IN
APPLICATIONS

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 653782.

http://eupraxia-project.eu

EuPRAXIA Design Study started on Novemebr 2015
Approved as HORIZON 2020 INFRADEV, 4 years, 3 M€

Coordinator: Ralph Assmann (DESY)



Horizon2020
Motivations

PRESENT EXPERIMENTS

Demonstrating 
100 GV/m routinely
Demonstrating GeV
electron beams
Demonstrating basic 
quality

EuPRAXIA INFRASTRUCTURE

Engineering a high 
quality, compact 
plasma accelerator
5 GeV electron beam 
for the 2020’s
Demonstrating user 
readiness
Pilot users from FEL, 
HEP, medicine, ...

PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Plasma-based linear 
collider in 2040’s
Plasma-based FEL in 
2030’s
Medical, industrial
applications soon

Courtesy R. Assmann













EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB
EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB

RF power modules

1 GeV LINAC

Beam user areas

FEL user area @3nm

Undulators

Plasma module

0.5 PW Laser

Secondary
Sources

http://www.lnf.infn.it/sis/preprint/pdf/getfile.php?filename=INFN-18-03-LNF.pdf



A Free Electron Laser is a device that converts a fraction of 
the electron kinetic energy into coherent radiation via a 

collective instability in a long undulator

(Tunability - Harmonics)
€ 

λrad ≈
λu
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FEL is a well established technology
(But a widespread use of FEL is partially limited by its size and costs)



In the Energy region between Oxygen and
Carbon K-edge 2.34 nm – 4.4 nm (530 eV -280
eV) water is almost transparent to radiation
while nitrogen and carbon are absorbing (and
scattering)

Coherent Imaging of biological samples
protein clusters, VIRUSES and cells 

living in their native state 
Possibility to study dynamics
~10 11 photons/pulse needed

Expected SASE FEL performances



First Lasing with LWFA at SIOM
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First Beam Driven SASE-FEL Lasing at SPARC_LAB
(May 2021)

Submitted to Nature



Conclusions
• Accelerator-based High Energy Physics will at some point become practically limited by the size and cost
of the proposed e+e- colliders for the energy frontier.

• Novel Acceleration Techniques and Plasma-based, high gradient accelerators open the realistic
vision of very compact accelerators for scientific, commercial and medical applications.

• The R&D now concentrates on beam quality, stability, staging and continuous operation. These are
necessary steps towards various technological applications.

• The progress in advanced accelerators benefits from strong synergy with general advances in technology,
for example in the laser and/or high gradient RF structures industry.

• A major milestone is an operational, 1 GeV compact accelerator. Challenges in repetition rate and
stability must be addressed. This unit could become a stage in a high-energy accelerator..

• è PILOT USER FACILITIES Under Constraction


